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Abstract. The supply chains of complex construction projects are characterized by multi-disciplinary participants, adversarial 
short-term relationships and fragmentations in project delivery procedures. Multi-disciplinary participants tend to make deci-
sions on project activities based on their own objectives and value systems independently with little regard of holistic project 
performance. The lack of common values results in a limited understanding of how behaviors of one discipline impact on the 
related disciplines. This has led to tons of interface conflicts which ultimately affect project effectiveness. This paper investi-
gates this problem by discussing Interface Value for the core players to understand the value-driven behaviors on the boundaries 
among owner and multiple prime contractors in complex construction projects. Two types of interface conflicts are recognized 
and defined. Value Optimization Strategy is proposed under status quo delivery methods by adjusting and reallocating interface 
responsibilities between related contractors. Improvements of procurement procedures are the key solutions to interface con-
flicts. Prospects of integrated project delivery (IPD) in eliminating interface conflicts are also discussed. The paper concludes 
that Value Optimization Strategy and IPD-based approach are expected to eliminate interface conflicts of complex construction 
projects, integrate the complex supply chain and lower the potential risks for project delivery delay and cost overrun.
Keywords: construction industry, interface management, project management, supply chain, integration, conflict, IPD.

Introduction

Complex projects are a set of projects that share partic-
ular defining characteristics: they are high-tech, capital 
intensive engineering projects that are of a significant 
scale, relatively long duration, and require firms to work 
collaboratively across firm boundaries in project delivery 
(Whyte et al. 2016). Large-scale engineering, construc-
tion and infrastructure projects are complex and notori-
ously difficult to manage. In the construction sector, the 
supply chain network can often be extremely complex, 
particularly on a larger project where the number of sep-
arate supplying organizations could number many hun-
dreds (Dainty et al. 2001). Complex construction pro-
jects deliver various subsystems. Their deliveries require 
subsystems integration capabilities, as the subsystems of 
complex construction projects are designed with func-
tional linkages and integrated through a supply chain 
network of component, service and subsystem suppliers. 
As with the improvement of automation in construction 
industry, the number of functional linkages among sub-

systems has increased dramatically and the projects tend 
to be increasingly complex. Thus, owners/project man-
agers must deal with more complex interfaces than ever 
before (Siao, Lin 2012).

Meanwhile however, the construction industry is ar-
guably the least integrated of the all the major industrial 
sectors, characterized by adversarial practices, disjointed 
supply relationships and a lack of trust between clients, 
main contractors and subcontractors (Fearne, Fowler 
2006). The products of construction industry are partly 
carried out on a temporary site by a temporary organiza-
tion made up of different parties (developers, designers, 
contractors and suppliers), which comes to an end after 
completion, bringing added uncertainty and complexity to 
this industry (Arantes et al. 2015). The multi-disciplinary 
participants get involved into project activities at differ-
ent construction phases to deliver the holistic system as 
final production functioning with various subsystems 
working together. Interface issues come from different 
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understandings of associated project activities and de-
velopments of value systems over their own domains of 
interface responsibility. Perception of value is individual 
and personal, and is therefore subjective (Emmitt et al. 
2005). Hence, objectives and values differ from discipline 
to discipline. The multi-disciplinary participants develop 
their own goals and value systems. Each discipline has 
become dedicated to the optimization of its own function 
with little regard, or understanding of, its effect on the 
performance of the construction process (Gunasekaran, 
Love 1998). The interfaces between functional disciplines 
have become a potential barrier to effective communi-
cation and coordination of construction projects (Love, 
Gunasekaran 1997).  

Further problems are associated with complex sup-
ply networks including multiple customer-supplier rela-
tionships as well as supplier-supplier relationships. In 
addition to interfaces among disciplines inside civil con-
struction sectors, there are huge amount of interfaces be-
tween civil construction sectors and equipment sectors of 
complex construction projects. The integral supply chains 
of complex construction projects have the characteristics 
of both manufacturing and construction industry. As a 
consequence, it is usual for the industry to suffer consid-
erable losses caused by conflicts, budget overruns, claims 
and counter claims, which are mainly caused by supply 
delays and disruptions (Arantes et al. 2015). The failure 
of complex supply chains to meet client demands is char-
acterized by adversarial short-term relationships, multi-
disciplinary participants and fragmentations in project 
delivering procedures. Although overall effectiveness of 
complex supply chains depends on collective performance 
of all the subsystems, the behaviors of the independently 
managed project participants who seek to maximize their 
own profits may conflict and result in inefficiencies of the 
entire supply chain. In real projects, the way contractors 
traditionally perform (without common goals and coordi-
nated objectives) the project delivery outcomes remains 
the same as before which means they are only responsible 
for the owner with no contractual relationship between 
each other. And it remains quite common that the own-
ers of complex projects in construction industry who are 
supposed to be responsible for the interface issues are 
inexperienced in supply chain coordination and lack ef-
fective interface management (IM) approaches. 

The lack of common objectives and values among 
multi-disciplinary participants of complex construction 
projects result in a limited understanding of how behav-
iors of one discipline impact on other project participants 
involved in the same activities and ultimately leads to 
unnecessary interface conflicts and affects project effec-
tiveness. Construction management should see benefits in 
construction projects when interfaces are well managed 
and the IM is applied and well implemented (Siao, Lin 
2012). The aim of this paper is to eliminate unnecessary 
waste in interface conflicts. Interface Value for the core 
players is discussed to help understand the value-driven 
behaviors on the boundaries among the owner and multi-

ple prime contractors and how behaviors of one discipline 
impact the value of the entire supply chain. Value Optimi-
zation Strategy and an IPD-based strategy are proposed. 
Prospects of these strategies in eliminating interface con-
flicts are analyzed，validated and concluded. 

1. Literature review
The existing literature offers various dimensions in un-
derstanding the fragmentation nature of construction in-
dustry and seeks to eliminate conflicts in the complex 
supply chains. “Supply Chain Integration” and “Interface 
Management” are two useful dimensions among exist-
ing researches, but few studies have focused on directly 
understanding and avoiding value-driven conflicting be-
haviors on the interfaces of multiple disciplines by com-
bining both of these two dimensions.

Supply chain management (SCM) has originated and 
flourished in the manufacturing industry. Project SCM in 
construction can be defined as “the network of facilities 
and activities that provide customer and economic value 
to the functions of design development, contract manage-
ment, service and material procurement, materials manu-
facturing and delivery, and facilities management” (Love 
et al. 2004). A growing body of research in construction 
supply chain (CSC) is developing, with a view to trans-
ferring and updating the SCM concepts successfully ap-
plied in the manufacturing industries to the construction 
sector (Segerstedt et al. 2010a, 2010b;  Fearne, Fowler 
2006). Among these researches，calls for improved col-
laboration, integration, communication and coordination 
between customers and suppliers throughout the pro-
ject supply chain have inspired numerous researches to 
eliminate conflicts and remedy the fragmentation nature 
of construction industry. Love et al. (2004) presented 
a seamless project SCM model to integrate the design 
and production process on the customer-supplier inter-
face. Segerstedt et al. (2010a) emphasize the importance 
of “supply chain integration” and direct the attention to-
wards the different types of interdependencies existing 
in construction supply chains. Humphreys et al. (2003) 
develop a procurement approach in order to improve 
the relationships between main contractor and subcon-
tractors. Briscoe and Dainty (2005) identify the key fac-
tors for successful integration of the construction supply 
chain through case study. Segerstedt et al. (2010b) seek 
to improve construction supply chain collaboration and 
performance through a lean construction pilot project. 
However, recent research shows that the global awareness 
level of SCM and the relationship level among entities 
in the construction industry are still low (Arantes et al. 
2015). Fearne and Fowler (2006) argue that a change in 
the management of relationships among customers, con-
tractors, sub-contractors and suppliers is essential in order 
to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of CSC. In-
terface management (IM) is the management of interface 
problems involving people, components, systems and 
concepts (Nooteboom 2004). Unaware of SCM concepts, 
some construction literatures discussed “supply chain  
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integration” related issues through IM perspective in dif-
ferent fields of construction industry and explored pos-
sible causes and solutions. Interface problems between 
particular constructions parties were identified and as-
sessed (Al-Hammad 1995, 2000). Besides interface is-
sues among people, some researchers explored how 
management of organizational integration could improve 
project to-project and project-to-organization interfaces 
(Turkulainen et al. 2015). Each construction project that 
is characterized by extreme complexity and non-standard-
ized production differs in that it is designed and executed 
to meet owners’ needs (Lin 2013). Therefore, interface 
problems are always specifically defined and discussed 
based on particular project elements such as delivery 
methods and types of the construction projects and the 
solutions for interface conflicts are not common. Chan 
et al. (2005) proposed a four-step conceptual interface 
management procedure and proposed an IM framework 
for Chinese BOT Projects. Pavitt and Gibb (2003) cat-
egorized the three different types of interface manage-
ment and presented a standardized strategy for cladding 
interfaces to avoid the endemic interface problems occur-
ring on-site. Other researcher have proposed approaches 
to support IM, such as the novel Multilevel Interface Ma-
trix approach to enhance interface management during 
the construction phase (Siao, Lin 2012) and the process 
to identify the critical “Interfaces” in a process safety 
management system (Kelly, Berger 2006). Also, IT re-
lated approaches have been explored and applied to im-
prove IM efficiency. Senthilkumar et al. (2010) proposed 
a Design Interface Management System to formulate 
the Dependency Structure Matrix on large construction 
projects. Senthilkumar and Varghese (2012) evaluated 
the effectiveness of “Design Interface Management Sys-
tem” methodology and its implementation on the con-
struction design processes. Lin developed a web-based 
platform for communicating interfaces among all project 
participants (Lin 2013). Ju and Ding (2014) developed a 
web-based integrated interface management system for 
standardized interface information presentation, storage 
and exchanging, effective interface conflicts coordination 
and interface information tracking.

Despite the literature mentioned above which ad-
dressed some SCM approaches and IM solutions for 
fragmentations and inefficiencies in construction industry, 
there is still lack of concern about the interface conflicts 
among multi-disciplinary participants in complex con-
struction projects which are characterized by adversarial 
short-term relationships and fragmentations in project 
procurement procedures from the perspective of SCM.

2. Background of interface conflicts in complex 
construction projects

2.1. Two types of interface conflicts
Interface conflicts are common in construction indus-
try due to the following reasons: (1) temporary organi-

zations; (2) low-bid strategy of the owner; (3) no con-
tractual relationships and common goals among prime 
contractors; (4) different understandings of tasks and 
actions; (5) fuzziness and inconsistencies of contractual 
responsibilities; (6) the historical fragmentations of pro-
ject delivery systems (Ju, Ding 2014; Arantes et al. 2015; 
Al-Hammad 1995, 2000). As a result, numerous inter-
face conflicts occurred in different phases of complex 
construction projects and have led to unnecessary waste 
including reworks, delays and failures: (1) Design stage: 
delay or poor quality of the deliveries of functional link-
ages’ design material and information exchange; insuffi-
cient interface information communication in coordinated 
design environment which leads to reworks and failures. 
(2) Manufacturing & Construction stage: gaps between 
design and construction; functional linkages’ design 
changes of related subsystems which lead to interface re-
sponsibility conflicts among prime contractors; compo-
nents’ space conflicts; working face conflicts; equipment 
technical parameter conflicts; late delivery or poor quality 
of upstream project tasks. (3) Acceptance stage: the omis-
sion in subsystem acceptance which is one of the major 
causes of errors and reworks in integrated acceptance 
and project final acceptance; errors of functional linkages 
during integrated acceptance which lead to reworks and 
waste of multiple prime contractors (Nooteboom 2004; 
Harrison 2004; Al-Hammad 2000). Project activities are 
schedule driven. Given a well-structured schedule, if eve-
ryone stays on their part of the schedule, the work flows 
smoothly and maximum performance is achieved (Bal-
lard, Howell 1995). The other cause of interface conflicts 
in complex construction projects lies in unreliability of 
interface tasks. Hence, two types of interface conflicts 
are recognized and defined based on the research scope 
of this paper. Interface Conflict Type I is inconsistency 
of interface related overlapping terms of the contracts be-
tween the owner and the contractors on different sides of 
the “interfaces” terms which compose of two types: the 
interface responsibilities that should be taken by down-
stream contractor but are only clearly stated in contract 
of the upstream contractor and the interface responsibili-
ties that should be taken by upstream contractor but are 
only clearly stated in contract of downstream contractor. 
In real projects, only the latter have direct impact on pro-
ject effectiveness, so only the latter are considered in this 
paper. Interface Conflict Type II is the newly appearing 
interface tasks which are always only become apparent at 
the later stages of projects (Harrison 2004).

2.2. Interface events and interface tasks 
A Chain is only as strong as its weakest link – “Inter-
face”. IM is a relatively new topic in construction indus-
try. It is not uniquely defined and usually varies based on 
an industry’s characteristics and management needs (Ju, 
Ding 2014). In offshore construction, interface is defined 
as “the common boundaries between people, systems, 
equipment, or concepts” (Nooteboom 2004); the defini-
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tion of interface for the overall railroad and rail transit 
project is “a common boundary or interconnection be-
tween systems, equipment concepts or human beings” 
(Harrison 2004); in civil construction, interface is de-
fined as “the communication, coordination and responsi-
bility across a common boundary between organizations, 
phases, or physical entities which are interdependent” 
(Wideman 2002).The difference between the definitions 
of “Interface” in various industries relies on the artificial 
divisions of project management elements with the simi-
lar goal – reducing conflicts and improving integration 
from system perspective.  The definition of “Interface” 
is broad and it is necessary to narrow the scope of this 
paper from the very beginning. The focus of this paper is 
the interface conflicts on the boundary of multi-discipli-
nary participants of complex construction projects. The 
basic way of interface management in complex construc-
tion projects is that the project manager schedules and 
controls the key interface events according to system’s 
general design, while the responsible subsystem contrac-
tors manage the tasks or work included in these interface 
events. The following discussion about interface value 
starts with abstracting the concept of “Interfaces” to two 

key elements in different layers: “Interface Events” and 
“Interface Tasks”.  An interface event is a set of project 
activities (interface tasks on the boundaries between mul-
tiple prime contractors) which are performed to realize 
some certain functional linkages among various disci-
plines (see Fig. 1). 

2.3. Status quo interface events
An interface event is composed of a certain amount of 
interface tasks performed by different sub-system con-
tractors in a specific order. Without considering parallel 
relationships, the upstream entity of an interface event 
is defined as upstream contractor which is responsible 
for the preceding tasks of the interface event while the 
related downstream entity is defined as downstream con-
tractor. Interface conflicts always only become apparent 
at the later stages of the project. Hence, within the range 
of an interface event, downstream contractor always find 
frequent interface conflicts after the delivery of interface 
tasks from upstream contractors. Since the solutions of 
interface conflicts can only be accomplished within tight 
time constraints due to looming project deadlines, down-
stream contractor will hold interface meetings as soon as 

Fig. 1. Interface events and interface tasks
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possible with upstream contractor as well as the owner 
if necessary. However, the delivery procedures of com-
plex construction projects are fragmented and most of 
the functional linkages are only explicitly manifested in 
the delivery of disciplines that the downstream contrac-
tors are responsible for. The upstream contractors tend to 
reluctantly response to the interface conflicts resolutions 
to minimize their cost. Iterative processes of fixing the 
interface conflicts in interface invents generate unneces-
sary waste of all the related project participants as well 
as the entire supply chain (see Fig. 2).

3. Interface Value for the core players in the  
complex supply chain

Value is what an individual or organization places on a 
process and the outcome of that process. According to 
AS/NZS 4183 (1994), Value Management (VM) is de-
fined as “a structured and analytical process, the purpose 
of which is to seek to achieve value for money by provid-
ing all of the necessary functions at the lowest cost con-
sistent with required levels of quality and performance” 
(AS/NZS 4183 1994). Participants’ behaviors in interface 

Fig. 2. Status quo interface event workflow
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events of complex supply chains are value driven. We de-
fine a function “V” (Interface Value) to describe the value 
of interface events. Discussing the gaps among “Interface 
Value” from different participants’ perspectives is essen-
tial in understanding of how behaviors of one discipline 
impact on other project participants involved in the same 
interface event and eliminating interface conflicts.  Un-
der a short-term cooperation environment, the discussion 
begins with a normal statement of the basic goal from 
the contractor’s point of view: to maximize the profit of 
interface tasks in the interface events. However, from the 
owner’s point of view, the basic goal is to minimize the 
cost of interface events which is the total cost of all the 
interface tasks with the completion of required functional 
linkages. Assuming that: there are N interface events be-
tween Contractor A and Contractor B; the upstream entity 
of an interface event i is Contractor A while the related 
downstream entity is Contractor B which means that the 
interface tasks of Contractor A are preceding tasks. For 
the sake of simplicity, only two contractors and the own-
er are considered in the model and the upstream-down-
stream relationships of the interface tasks of the two con-
tractors always remain constant in interface events. 

3.1. Upstream contractor
For Contractor A, the value of interface events can be 
represented by the profit earned in upstream interface 
tasks. So Interface Value, UV , for upstream contractor 
is given by:

 ( ) , U Ui i Ui
i

V P U W= − −∑  (1)

where UV  is interface tasks’ value for the upstream con-
tractor; UiP  is the price of upstream interface tasks in 
interface event i;  iU  is the cost for upstream interface 
tasks actually performed before delivering interface tasks 
to downstream contractor in interface event i; UiW  is the 
cost for interface conflicts for upstream contractor in in-
terface event i. Specifically, according to status quo inter-
face event workflow (see Fig. 2) iU  and UiW  are given 
by:

  i Ui UiU M C= ; (2)

( )( )( )Ui Ui i i i i Ui Di i iW R k H S M M k Hσ= − = − − − , (3)

where:  UiM – upstream interface tasks performed be-
fore delivering interface tasks to downstream contractor; 
MDi – downstream interface tasks performed in interface 
event i as planned; S  i – actually required interface tasks 
in interface event i;  UiC  – unit cost for upstream inter-
face tasks in interface event i;  UiR – upstream reworks 
for interface conflicts in interface event i; ik  – unit cost 
for reworks for interface conflicts claimed from down-
stream for interface event i;  iσ – proportion of respon-
sibilities for interface conflicts claimed from owner and 
upstream contractor in interface meetings for interface 

event i;  iH – offset unit cost in compensation of inter-
face event i. In addition to the cost for upstream interface 
tasks actually performed before delivering interface tasks 
to downstream contractor, the cost for interface conflicts 
would arise to upstream contractor if downstream con-
tractor find them and initiate interface meetings to discuss 
the allocation of responsibilities for the interface conflicts 
in the latter processes of interface event i. The amount of 
upstream reworks UiR would be negotiated in interface 
meetings depending on the proportion of responsibilities 
for interface conflicts claimed from owner and upstream 
contractor and the amount of interface conflicts. The ac-
tual unit cost for upstream reworks would be partly offset 
through compensation from the owner at the end of the 
project.

3.2. Downstream contractor
For Contractor B, the value of interface events is rep-
resented by the profit earned in downstream interface 
tasks. So Interface Value, DV , for downstream contrac-
tor is given by:

 ( )D Di i Di
i

V P D W= − −∑ , (4)

where DV  is interface tasks’ value for downstream con-
tractors; DiP  is the price of downstream interface tasks in 
interface event i; iD  is the cost for downstream interface 
tasks normally performed as planned in interface event 
i; DiW  is the cost for interface conflicts for downstream 
contractor in interface event i. Similarly, iD  and DiW  
are given by:

  i Di DiD M C= ; (5)

 ( ) ( )1 ( )( )Di Di i i i i Ui Di i iW R q H S M M q Hσ= − = − − − − ,

  (6)

where: DiM   – downstream interface tasks performed in 
interface event i as planned; DiC  – unit cost for down-
stream interface tasks in interface event i; DiR   – down-
stream reworks caused by interface conflicts in interface 
event i; iq   – unit cost for reworks for correcting in-
terface conflicts in interface event i; iH  – offset unit 
cost through compensation of interface event i. Similarly, 
the cost for interface conflicts would also arise to down-
stream contractor if downstream contractor find them 
and initiate interface meetings to discuss the allocation 
of responsibilities for the interface conflicts in the latter 
processes of interface event i. The amount of downstream 
reworks DiR  would be negotiated in interface meetings 
depending on the responsibility allocation for interface 
conflicts between the two parties and the amount of in-
terface conflicts. The actual unit cost for downstream re-
works would also be partly offset through compensation 
from the owner at the end of the project.
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3.3. Owner/project manager
For the owner, the value of interface events is represent-
ed by the realization of functional linkages in interface 
events with the minimum cost. Interface Value, 0 V , for 
the owner can be detailed as follows:

 0  i

Tii

F
V

C
= ∑ ; (7)

 ( ) ( )(  1  Ti Ui Di i Ui Di i i i iC P P S M M H Hσ σ = + + − − + − ,

  (8)

where: Fi  – system functional linkages achieved from 
the interface event i; TiC  – total cost of the entire supply 
chain in interface event i. The interface value analyzes 
of different participants are based on the assumption that 
all of the functional linkages could be completed at the 
end of the project. Without consideration of the owner’s 
requirement changes, LF  is a constant value known to 
the model. Under this assumption, the value of interface 
events for the owner lies on the minimization of the total 
cost for all the interface events. 

4. Value Optimization Strategy under status quo 
delivery methods

The supply chain actors usually make decisions on their 
project activities under different scenarios. In this section, 
firstly, status quo case will be discussed in which each 
actor aims to receive maximal interface value indepen-
dently in an adversarial and fragmented supply chain. The 
result of this scenario is inefficiency of the entire supply 
chain and loss of Interface Value for all the actors. Then a 
Value Optimization Strategy and its implementation rules 
are proposed to shed light on a cooperative and produc-
tive supply chain.

4.1. Status quo case- adversarial and fragmented  
relations in complex construction projects
Suppose the actually required interface task iS  is uni-
formly distributed. The probability density function is 
given by Eqn (9):

  ( )
( )1 ,             S 1

f S
0 ,                                ,

i i i i
i ii

for p r p
r p

elsewhere

 ≤ ≤ += 


  (9)

where   ip  (all the interface tasks indicated in the con-
tracts between owner and the two contractors) and  ir  
(the potential increment in total amount of interface tasks 
actually required) are considered as constant values. Then 
the Expected Interface Values for different participants in 
interface event i are given by Eqns (10), (11) and (12):

( ) ( )E  
2

i i
Ui Ui Ui Ui i i i i

r p
V P M C k Hσ  = − − − ∆ + 

 
; (10)

 ( ) ( )( )E 1   
2

i i
Di Di Di Di i i i i

r p
V P M C q Hσ  = − − − − ∆ + 

 
;

  (11)

 ( )
( )

E  ,
 (  1     

2

i
Oi

i i
Ui Di i i i i i

F
V

r pP P H Hσ σ
=

  + + ∆ + + −  
  

 

  (12)

where  i∆  ( ) i i Ui Dip M M∆ = − −  is the amount of in-
consistencies of interface tasks stated in the contracts.

The delivery processes of different subsystems are 
fragmented and most of the functional linkages of com-
plex construction projects are explicitly manifested in the 
delivery of disciplines that the downstream contractors 
are responsible for. As a result, the upstream contractors 
always make less of an effort to avoid interface con-
flicts than would be optimal for the entire supply chain. 
In interface event i under status quo case, the upstream 
contractor will only complete im  interface tasks which 
have been clearly stated in contract with the owner before 
delivering the interface tasks to downstream contractor. 
While both upstream and downstream contractors focus 
on eliminating inefficiencies, interface conflicts are usu-
ally costlier for the downstream contractors than for the 
upstream contractors ( )i iq k>  because interface con-
flicts are always recognized during the implementation of 
downstream interface tasks which means greater costs for 
downstream contractors to adjust to the variation of the 
plan. Apart from the downstream interface tasks in  which 
have been clearly stated in the contract with the owner, 
downstream contractor will find failures, i i iS m n− −  (see 
Fig. 3), on upstream deliveries which compose of “In-
terface Conflicts Type I”(  i∆ , the interface tasks which 
supposed to be completed by upstream contractor accord-
ing to the contract between downstream contractor and 
the owner,) and “Interface Conflicts Type II” (  i iS − ∆ , 
the newly appearing interface tasks in the latter stages of 
interface event i). 

The Expected Interface Values for different participants 
in status quo case are given by Eqns (13), (14) and (15):

 ( ) ( )E  
2

i i
Ui Ui i Ui i i i i i i

r p
V P m C k H p m nσ  = − − − − − + 

 
;

  (13)

 

( ) ( )( )E 1

 ;
2

Di Di i Di i i i

i i
i i i

V P n C q H

r p
p m n

σ= − − − −

 − − + 
 

 (14)

 

( )

( )

E

, 
(  1     

2

Oi

i

i i
Ui Di i i i i i i i

V
F

r pP P p m n H Hσ σ

=

  + + − − + + −  
    

  (15)
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where  i∆  (  )i i Ui Di i i ip M M p m n∆ = − − = − −  reaches 
a maximum in this case.

4.2. Value Optimization Strategy-cooperative and 
integrated relations in supply chain
From the perspective of supply chain management, it 
would be an optimal scenario under minimal total cost 
for theentire supply chain which is given by Eqn (16):

 ( ) ( )
 

  1   .
Ti Ui Ui Di Di

i Ui Di i i i i

C M C M C

S M M k qσ σ

= + +

 − − + −   (16)

In status quo case the expected value of TiC  is given 
by Eqn (17):

 

( )

( )

E  
2

  1  .

i i
Ti i Ui i Di i i i

i i i i

r p
C m C n C p m n

k qσ σ

 = + + − − + 
 

 + −   (17)

Interface conflicts identified at latter stages are usu-
ally very costly to rectify and inconsistencies in the in-
terface related contract terms are always incurred by the 
missing of necessary indication of upstream interface 
responsibilities in the contract between upstream con-
tractor and the owner. Manufacturing Just-in-time (JIT) 
is a method of pulling work forward from one process 
to the next “just-in-time”, while JIT in construction is 
to minimize buffers among project activities which are 
considered as a kind of waste (Ballard, Howell 1995). 
So without sufficient slack between impacted interface 
tasks in project schedule, rectifying interface conflicts 
(variations of the schedule) is costly. Under JIT environ-

ment, there are following relations among different types 
of unit cost: the unit cost for reworks of upstream fail-
ures and the newly appearing interface tasks are usually 
higher than the unit cost for interface tasks as scheduled 
( ;  ; )i Ui i Ui i Dik C q C q C> > > . So under a common goal 
of minimizing the total cost, the key is to redistribute the 
interface responsibilities between the two parties: (1) Un-
necessary waste in reworking for  i∆  can be eliminated 
if upstream contractor could complete them before deliv-
ering interface tasks to downstream contractors. (2) The 
cost for newly appearing interface tasks can be reduced 
by setting an appropriate value of iiσ  in interface meet-
ings with having the participant who has lesser cost un-
dertaking the corresponding interface tasks. Then the Ex-
pected Interface Values of different participants and entire 
total cost for supply chain in interface event i are given 
by Eqns (18), (19), (20) and (21):

 ( ) ( )E (  )  
2

i i i
Ui Ui i i Ui i i

r p
V P p n C k H

σ
= − − − − ; (18)

 ( ) ( )( )E 1  
2

i i
Di Di i Di i i i

r p
V P n C q Hσ= − − − − ; (19)

( )
( )

E  
(  1     

2

i
Oi

i i
Ui Di i i i i

F
V

r pP P H Hσ σ
=

 + + + − 

; (20)

 ( ) ( )E (  )    1   
2

i i
Ti i i Ui i Di i i i i

r p
C p n C n C k qσ σ = − + + + −  .

  (21)

Fig. 3. Two types of interface conflicts
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Comparing the expected interface values for up-
stream contractor, downstream contractor, owner and the 
total cost for supply chain in Eqns (18), (19), (20) and 
(21) of status quo case with that in Eqns (13), (14), (15) 
and (17) respectively, it shows that the expected interface 
values of downstream contractor and the owner are high-
er and the total cost for entire supply chain is less follow-
ing these redistribution rules on the basis of a cooperative 
and integrated relations among participants in the supply 
chain.  However, the impact of the redistribution rules on 
the expected interface value of upstream contractor is not 
clear without the limitations of correlation between the 
other variables. This solution would be practical if only 
each participant could achieve a higher Interface Value in 
the cooperative supply chain. 

4.3. Implementation rules of Value Optimization 
Strategy
Based on the previous analysis, if upstream contractor 
can be directed to tend to complete inconsistencies in 
interface tasks ( ) i∆ , the value optimization assumption 
will be practical. The upstream contractor will determine 
the amount of interface tasks to be finished before de-
livering them to the downstream contractor based on 
Eqns (22) and (23):

( )( )Ui Ui Ui Ui i i i i Ui iV P M C k H S M nσ= − − − − − ; (22)

 

( ) ( )

( ) ,

E  

2

Ui i i i Ui Ui

i i
i i i i i Ui

V k H C M

r p
k H p n P

σ

σ

 = − − − 
 − − + + 
 

 (23)

where:  i ui i im M p n≤ ≤ − . If ( ) 0,i i i Uik H Cσ − − >  
the upstream contractor would set UiM  to be 

 i ip n−  which is the best case with  0i∆ = , howev-
er if ( ) 0i i i Uik H Cσ − − < , the upstream contractor 
would set UiM  to be im  which is the worst case with 

   i i i ip m n∆ = − − .
A practical strategy with a less cost for the entire 

supply chain and optimal value for each of the partici-
pants can be realized by dealing with the two types of 
interface conflicts separately and results in the elimina-
tion of Interface Conflicts Type I. The extreme value of 

iσ  (proportion of responsibilities for interface conflicts 
claimed from owner and upstream contractor in interface 
meetings for interface event i) and iH  (offset unit cost 
through compensation in interface event i) are the core of 
this strategy. A penalty term is added to the contract of 
upstream contractor to restrict the behaviors of upstream 
contractor stating that “if  ui i iM p n< − , then setting 

1iσ =  and 0iH = ”. In other words, if the upstream con-
tractor cannot complete all the necessary interface tasks 
required by downstream contractors before the delivering 
point, then they have to rework all the missing interface 
tasks at a higher cost ik  without any compensation as a 
penalty. In this situation, ( ) 0,i i i Ui i Uik H C k Cσ − − = − >  

and upstream contractor will determine to complete 
 i ip n−  interface tasks before the delivering point to 

maximize the expected interface value. However, the 
Interface Conflicts Type II are still inevitable under this 
strategy and all the participants should allocate respon-
sibility allocation solution for the newly appearing in-
terface tasks in the principle of minimizing the cost for 
entire supply chain. In addition, the previous analysis are 
all based on the assumption that all the participants share 
necessary information about the value of ip ,  im  and in  
so an improved approach in eliminating Interface Con-
flicts Type II under productive cooperation environment 
is essential. 

5. Prospects of IPD in eliminating interface conflicts

Fragmentation in delivery processes of subsystem con-
tractors in complex construction projects is the root cause 
of interface conflicts and inefficiencies of supply chain. 
Hence, improvements in procurement procedures are de-
sirable. In this section, prospects for application of IPD 
on supply chain integration practices are discussed. IPD 
is defined by American Institute of Architects (AIA) as 
“a project delivery approach that integrates people, sys-
tems, business structures, and practices into a process 
that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights 
of all project participants to optimize project results, in-
crease value to the owner, reduce waste, and maximize 
efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and 
construction”. Kent and Becerik-Gerber (2010) define 
IPD with the following principles: (1) multiparty agree-
ments (MPA); (2) early involvement of all parties; and 
(3) shared risk and reward. Based on these principles, the 
status quo case described in Section 5 can be improved 
by using IPD.

5.1. IPD-based scenario
In IPD procurement/delivery system, MPA take place 
where the primary project participants execute a single 
contract specifying their roles, rights, obligations, and li-
abilities (Marzouk, Elmesteckawi 2015) (see Fig. 4). Un-
der this contract, the multi-disciplinary participants have 
common goals and interest and have to coordinate with 
each other to optimize the expected value of the entire 
supply chain. Opportunities for supply chain integration 
are increased with IPD where the functional disciplines 
can be brought early into the project together and evalu-
ate the effect of interface events on the performance of 
the entire construction supply chain. Only by optimiz-
ing the expected value of the entire supply chain could 
they achieve their own maximal profit. The IPD contract 
links the risks and rewards of all the participants with the 
common goals of the holistic project. For example, if the 
interface tasks of a subsystem contractor are delayed or 
negatively impacted by any factors, the cost for waste in 
solving these problems has to be undertaken by all the re-
lated subsystem contractors. Even without mandatory in-
terface management policies pushed ahead by the owner, 
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the associated participants will hold interface meetings 
frequently in early phases of the project and downstream 
contractors will be involved in the early implementation 
of upstream interface tasks to avoid interface conflicts to 
the outmost extent in late stages of the project which are 
costly to fix.

5.2. IPD-based interface value model
Under IPD environment, Interface Conflicts Type Icaused 
by inconsistencies of interface tasks in different contracts 
can be directly removed owing to the unified IPD con-
tract and there only exits Interface Conflicts Type IIin this 
scenario. Interface Conflicts Type II (the newly appearing 
interface tasks in the latter stages of interface event i) 
are usually closely related to the gaps between system’s 
general design, subsystems’ detailed design and manu-
facturing, as well as insufficient communication among 
participants in the early project phases. As a result, tech-
nically, Interface Conflicts Type II cannot be completely 
predicted in early stages of the project. However, shared 
risks and early involvement create a positive atmosphere 
of the supply chain. Interface Conflicts Type II will be 
expected to significantly decrease in interface events. “In-
centive pool” is one of the risks/rewards sharing methods 
in IPD (Kent, Becerik-Gerber 2010). It is implemented 
by reserving a unique portion of the related participant’s 
expenses into a pool that can be distributed to the partici-
pants based on their project performances. The Expected 
Interface Values for upstream and downstream contractor 
in interface event i are given by Eqns (24) and (25):

 ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

E 1 (  )
2

;

i i i
Ui Ui i i i Ui i i

i i Ui i Di

r p
V P a p n C k H

a P b P

σ

ω

= − − − − − +

+
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i i
Di Di i i Di i i i

i i Ui i Di

r p
V P b n C q H

a P b P

σ

ω

= − − − − − +

− +

 

  (25)

where:  iω  – proportion of upstream interface tasks value 
achieved by upstream contractor from the incentive pool 
in interface event i;  ia – proportion of upstream expenses 
reserved into the “incentive pool” in interface event i; 

 ib  – proportion of downstream expenses reserved into 
the “incentive pool” in interface event i. The expressions 
of  ( )E  OiV  and ( )E TiC   are the same as Eqns (20) and 
(21), respectively, in the Value Optimization Strategy un-
der status quo delivery methods.

5.3. IPD-based approach vs. Value Optimization 
Strategy vs. status quo case
Comparing the Expected Interface Value of upstream and 
downstream contractor in Eqns (24) and (25) of the IPD 
approach with that in Eqns (18) and (19) of the Value 
Optimization Strategy under the status quo project de-
livery method, it is evident that both contractors have  
relatively lower cost in dealing with interface con-
flicts because of the elimination of “Interface Conflicts 
Type I”. The differences lie in the cost for “Interface 
Conflicts Type II”. The introduction of an “Incentive 
Pool” leads to a shared-risks environment which means 
the contractors have to productively cooperate with each 
other to control the risks of “Interface Conflicts Type II” 
by eliminating these conflicts as early as possible and 
preventing them from escalating into costly problems. 
The owner will allocate the profit in the incentive pool 
for improved project performance of related contrac-
tors. The most direct manifestation of success would be  
the decline in unit cost for dealing with “Interface  

Fig. 4. IPD contract expected to eliminate interface conflicts
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Conflicts Type II” of both upstream ( ik ) and downstream 
contractor ( iq ). Similarly, offset unit cost in compen - 
sation  iH   and  iH ,  which have a positive correlation with  

ik  and iq  will decrease also. As seen from Eqns (20) 
and (21), the expected interface value for the owner and 
the total cost for supply chain are improved as well with 
a lower values of  ik ,  iq ,  iH  and  iH . It should be 
noted that “Interface Conflicts Type I” cannot be com-
pletely eliminated in the Value Optimization Strategy in 
practice because under the status quo delivery method the 
upstream contractor would not have complete knowledge 
of ip  and in  as assumption.  In conclusion, compared 
with status quo case, Value Optimization Strategy reduces 
most of the Interface Conflicts Type I and the average 
unit cost for Interface Conflicts Type II while IPD-based 
approach eliminates Interface Conflicts Type Iand tends 
to significantly reduce Interface Conflicts Type II. Fig-
ure 5 shows the trends of expected costs for the two types 
of interface conflicts in the three scenarios. 

Fig. 5. Comparison of expected cost for interface conflicts in 
different scenarios

6. Pilot study

This section will demonstrate Value Optimization Strat-
egy under status quo delivery methods and IPD-based 
approach by pilot study in real projects.

6.1. Background
The pilot study is based on three metro construction 
projects in China which involve multi-disciplinary sub-
systems such as tunnels, metro stations, vehicles, rails, 
telecommunications, signal, powers, escalators, lighting, 
etc. Besides, a variety of equipment automatic control 
systems have been applied such as Integrated Supervisory 
Control Systems (ISCS), Building Automation Systems 
(BAS), Fire Alarm Systems (FAS), etc. As an integrated 
monitoring platform, Integrated Supervisory Control Sys-
tems (ISCS) has tens of thousands of physical interfaces 
with other subsystems (including Building Automation 
Systems), leaving it as one of the most important and 
complex objects of Interface Management. ISCS contrac-
tors, BAS contractors and owners of the metro projects 
are chosen as the participants for pilot study. Helishi 
is a Chinese company specialized in automatic control 
system design, manufacture and construction, including 
ISCS and BAS of metro projects. For the sake of com-
parison and evaluation, the pilot study is conducted in 

three metro projects in China with Helishi serving as the 
ISCS contractor.

Case A: Case A is based on the history data of a 
Chinese metro project under status quo delivery methods 
which has been built three years ago. A typical interface 
event between ISCS and BAS with frequent interface 
conflicts happening in the latter stages of the project is 
chosen. Within range of the interface event, the upstream 
contractor is BAS contractor and the downstream con-
tractor is ISCS contractor (Helishi).

Case B: Case B is based on a metro project under 
construction in southern China under status quo deliv-
ery methods. Based upon project experience, the owner 
and Helishi find it difficult to eliminate interface con-
flicts among multi-disciplinary subsystem contractors 
which always lead to unnecessary wastes and reworks. 
Value Optimization Strategy is implemented in the same 
interface event as Case A among the owner, BAS con-
tractor and ISCS contractor for pilot study. Similarly, the 
upstream contractor is a BAS contractor and the down-
stream contractor is ISCS contractor (Helishi).

Case C: Although Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) 
has been demonstrated as an effective delivery method in 
academic field, it still has not been promoted in practice 
in China. The reasons for the barriers of IPD applica-
tion are comprehensive, one of which is the lack or inad-
equacy of necessary laws and regulations. Case C is also 
based on a pilot project under status quo delivery meth-
ods. But its uniqueness lies in that Helishi undertake the 
design, manufacture and construction of both BAS and 
ISCS of the pilot project which means we have a similar 
delivery condition to IPD in this case. The same interface 
event as in Case A and Case B is chosen. Both of the up-
stream contractor and downstream contractor are Helishi.

6.2. Case modelling
Case A: Let us firstly consider the status quo case serving 
as the control group for validation of Value Optimiza-
tion Strategy in Case B and IPD-based approach in Case 
C. According to the history data of the typical interface 
event between Integrated Supervisory Control Systems 
(ISCS) and Building Automation Systems (BAS), the pa-
rameters are specified as follows: The price of upstream 
interface tasks in the interface event is $1, 200.UiP =  The 
upstream interface tasks performed before delivering to 
downstream contractor which have been clearly stated in 
contract is 20im = . The unit cost for upstream interface 
tasks is $45UiC =  per unit. The proportion of responsi-
bilities for interface conflicts claimed from owner and 
upstream contractor in interface meetings is iσ = 0.6. 
The unit cost for upstream reworks for interface conflicts 
is ik = $50 per unit. The offset unit cost for upstream 
contractor in compensation is $35iH =  per unit. All the 
interface tasks indicated in the contracts between owner 
and the two contractors is 54ip = . The potential incre-
ment in total amount of interface tasks actually required 
is 0.14ir = . The price of downstream interface tasks in 
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the interface event is $1,600.DiP =  The downstream  
interface tasks performed which have been clearly stated 
in contract is 30in = . The unit cost for downstream inter-
face tasks is $38DiC =  per unit. The unit cost for down-
stream reworks for interface conflicts is iq = $55 per unit. 
The offset unit cost for downstream contractor in com-
pensation is : $40iH =  per unit. Then the Expected Inter-
face Value for upstream contractor is ( )E  229.98   UiV =
(see Eqn (13)). The Expected Interface Value for down-
stream contractor is ( )E 413.32 DiV = (see Eqn (14)). 
We also get the expected total cost for the entire supply 
chain in the interface event, that is ( )E 2444.56TiC =  
(see Eqn (17)).

Case B: Case B is established to demonstrate Value 
Optimization Strategy in industry. We select the same in-
terface event of a similar metro project as in Case A, so 
the values of constant parameters of Case B are close 
to the ones in Case A. For the sake of comparison, the 
values of the following parameters of Case A and Case 
B are considered as the same. The price of upstream in-
terface tasks in the interface event is $1,200.UiP =  The 
upstream interface tasks which have been clearly stated 
in contract is 20im = . The unit cost for upstream inter-
face tasks is $45UiC =  per unit. The unit cost for up-
stream reworks for interface conflicts is ik = $50 per 
unit. All the interface tasks indicated in the contracts 
between owner and the two contractors is 54ip = . The 
potential increment in total amount of interface tasks ac-
tually required is 0.14ir = . The price of downstream in-
terface tasks in the interface event is $1600.DiP =  The 
downstream interface tasks performed which have been 
clearly stated in contract is 30in = . The unit cost for 
downstream interface tasks is $38DiC =  per unit. The 
unit cost for downstream reworks for interface conflicts 
is iq = $55 per unit. Two rounds of three-party interface 
meetings are initiated at very beginning of the interface 
event to confirm upstream interface tasks. Four interface 
tasks ( 4i i ip m n− − = ) which should be completed by 
upstream contractor are identified in interface meetings. 
In the contract with upstream contractor, a penalty item 
is stated: if the upstream contractor cannot complete all 
the necessary interface tasks identified in the three-party 
interface meetings before delivering points, there will be 
no compensation for upstream reworks. At the end of the 
interface event, it is manifested that the inconsistencies 
of interface tasks stated in the contracts are eliminated
 (  0)i i Ui Dip M M∆ = − − = . However, the newly appear-
ing interface conflicts happening during the implementa-
tion of downstream interface tasks still lead to reworks 
and wastes. According to Value Optimization Strategy, 
the cost for newly appearing interface tasks can be re-
duced by setting an appropriate value of iσ  with having 
the participant who has lesser cost undertaking the cor-
responding interface tasks. In other words, it would be an 
optimal case setting 1iσ =  and allocating all the newly 
appearing interface tasks to BAS contractor. However, 
in Case B, because the cost for fixing interface conflicts 

are usually higher than compensation achieved from the 
owner, BAS contractor is reluctant in reworks and the 
three parties argue back and forth in interface meetings 
for the determination of iσ , iH  and iH  which may dif-
fer from case to case. For the simplicity of comparison, 
we use the same values of iσ , iH  and iH  as Case A in 
modeling Case B. The proportion of responsibilities for 
interface conflicts claimed from owner and upstream con-
tractor in interface meetings is iσ = 0.6. The offset unit 
cost for upstream contractor in compensation is $35iH =  
per unit. The offset unit cost for downstream contractor in 
compensation is : $40iH =  per unit. Then the Expected 
Interface Value for upstream contractor is ( )E  85.98 UiV =
(see Eqn (18)). The Expected Interface Value for down-
stream contractor is ( )E 437.32 DiV = (see Eqn (19)). The 
expected total cost for the entire supply chain in the inter-
face event is ( )E 2416.56TiC =  (see Eqn (21)).

Case C: Case C is modelled to demonstrate IPD-
based approach. Helishi undertake the design, manufac-
ture and construction of both ISCS and BAS in Case C. 
In the range of the selected interface event, the owner, 
upstream contractor and downstream contractor execute 
a single contract specifying their roles, rights, obliga-
tions and liabilities (see Fig. 4). Interface Conflicts Type I 
caused by inconsistencies of interface tasks in different 
contracts do not exist in this scenario. At the very begin-
ning of pilot project, optimal design, manufacture and 
construction of the interfaces between BAS and ISCS are 
taken into consideration as viewed from the holistic met-
ro system and all the participants share the full knowl-
edge of interface information with common goals dur-
ing the implementation of the interface event. Interface 
meetings are hold frequently to reduce the potential risks 
of newly appearing interface conflicts which are usually 
costly to fix in late stages of the interface event. Based on 
the same interface event as Case A and Case B with simi-
lar infective factors of ir , the distinct advantage of Case 
C lies in the obvious decline of ( ) 0.08i ir r = . In other 
words, although Interface Conflicts Type II cannot be 
completely predicted in early stages of the pilot project, 
the uncertainty of interface tasks has been significantly 
reduced in this case. The upstream contractor and down-
stream contractor are the same company, so “Incentive 
pool” is not applicable in Case C. Then the Expected In-
terface Value for upstream contractor is ( )E UiV = 100.56 
(see Eqn (18)). The Expected Interface Value for down-
stream contractor is ( )E 447.04 DiV = (see Eqn (19)). The 
expected total cost for the entire supply chain in the inter-
face event is ( )E 2332.32  TiC = (see Eqn (21)).

6.3. Comparisons and limitations
The results of modeling the three cases are summarized 
in Figure 6. The expected total cost for the entire supply 
chain in Case B is 2% less than Case A, while the expect-
ed total cost for the entire supply chain in Case C is 5% 
less than Case A. Meanwhile, the Expected Interface Val-
ue for downstream contractor is in Case B is 6% higher 
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than Case A and the Expected Interface Value for down-
stream contractor in Case C is 9% higher than Case A. 
However, it is also manifested that the Expected Interface 
Value for upstream contractor is in Case B is 63% lower 
than Case A and the Expected Interface Value for down-
stream contractor in Case C is 57% lower than Case A. In 
summary, the performance of Value Optimization Strat-
egy and IPD-based approach are validated by the cost 
savings of entire supply chain with upstream contractor 
bearing the losses. Meanwhile however, in practice the 
upstream contractors in interface events would probably 
be reluctant to cooperate and the implementation of these 
two strategies would have the chance to fail.

Fig. 6. Results of modelling the three cases

Parameter  ir  describes the uncertainty level of in-
terface tasks and potential risks of Interface Conflicts 
Type II. We use the predicted value of  ir  in the modeling 
of three cases based on project experience.  Based on the 
actual values of Si  (actually required interface tasks in 
interface event i), UiV  (Interface Value for upstream con-
tractor), DiV  (Interface Value for downstream contractor) 
and TiC  (total cost of the entire supply chain in interface 
event i) are calculated by upstream contractors, down-
stream contractors and owners of the three cases based 
on Eqns (1), (4) and (8), respectively (see Table 1).  The 
gaps between predicted data and actual data mainly de-
pend on the accuracy of predictions of Interface Conflicts 
Type II.  Comparing the data in Table 1 and Figure 6, it 
can be observed that under status quo delivery method 
Interface Conflicts Type II may lead to more reworks and 
wastes than expected. However, in IPD scenario nearly 
75% Interface Conflicts Type II has been eliminated be-
cause shared risks and early involvement create a positive 
atmosphere of the supply chain. 

Table 1. Results of pilot study based on actual data

UiV DiV TiC

Case A 210.72 400.48 2555.84
Case B 66 424 2532
Case C 106.5 451 2298

Moreover, comparing project behaviors of multi-
disciplinary participants through interface meetings and 
interviews in the interface events of three cases, we found 

that there are different attitude toward the implementation 
of the new strategies among upstream contractors, down-
stream contractors and owners. Helishi had interfaces with 
almost all the other subsystems and IM played a vital role 
in functional realization of ISCS itself. So IM goals of 
ISCS tend to be the same as the owners. Their common 
benefits and values make them put more emphasis on IM 
compared with other participants in supply chain which 
are more independent and have fewer interface problems. 
The downstream contractors in Case B and Case C are 
reluctant in the implementation of the new strategies and 
the success of pilot study is based on their cooperation 
which is limited in the range of the typical interface event 
we selected. We conclude that: (1) The cooperation of 
upstream contractors directly affects the elimination of 
Interface Conflicts Type I. (2) Value Optimization Strat-
egy would have chance to fail if the project behaviors of 
upstream contractor in supply chain are not well organ-
ized and controlled during project implementation. (3) 
IPD-based approach which creates common goals and 
interest in a single contract for multi-disciplinary partici-
pants achieves the optimal performance in eliminating 
both Interface Conflicts Type I and Interface Conflicts 
Type II in complex supply chains. Although this research 
provides exposure to the conflicting behaviors of multi-
disciplinary participants of complex supply chains from 
an interface management based perspective and propose 
approaches to eliminate unnecessary interface conflicts 
which have been proved to be useful in practice, it has 
some limitations. (1) The upstream contractors which are 
relatively independent in the entire metro system do not 
value IM and tend to be reluctant to cooperate in interface 
tasks. The results of pilot study are limited to the typical 
interface event. Value Optimization Strategy under status 
quo delivery method may have chance to fail in other 
projects. (2) The upstream contractor and downstream 
contractor in Case C are the same company. The differ-
ences between project condition of Case C and a real IPD 
project may lead to deviations of the evaluation of IPD-
based approach. (3) For the sake of comparisons, we ig-
nore the tiny differences of values of the basic parameters 
in the same interface events of three cases in pilot study. 
Overall, the result of pilot study demonstrates that Value 
Optimization Strategy and IPD-based approach are use-
ful and effective ways to eliminate interface conflicts and 
avoid unnecessary reworks and wastes. IM performance 
can be improved among multi-disciplinary participants in 
complex supply chains of construction projects.

Conclusions and future research

SCM and IM should still be considered as immature 
practices in complex construction projects. SCM con-
cepts from manufacturing sector may not be directly ap-
plicable in construction. IM cannot be precisely defined 
because the definition of “Interface” is broad and it relies 
on artificial divisions of project management functional 
components in different segments of the industry. This 
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paper described strategies to eliminate interface conflicts 
on the boundaries between multiple prime contractors 
and to improve supply chain integration of complex con-
struction projects characterized by adversarial short-term 
relationships and fragmentations in project delivery pro-
cedures. Two types of interface conflicts are recognized 
and defined within the scope of this research. The pa-
per describes “interface events” and “interface tasks” as 
a foundation for solving interface issues between multi-
disciplinary participants. We evaluated the value-driven 
behaviors of different participants and how behaviors of 
one discipline impact on the related disciplines by de-
termining the expected interface values achieved in the 
same interface events. The value optimization strategy 
presented above under status quo delivery methods re-
duced “Interface Conflicts Type I” and achieved relative-
ly lower cost of the entire supply chain. Improvements 
in procurement procedures are the key solutions to the 
two types of interface conflicts. IPD-based approaches 
further eliminated “Interface Conflicts Type II” as well 
as “Interface Conflicts Type I”, integrated the complex 
supply chain and reduced unavoidable waste and poten-
tial risks for delivering required customer value on time. 
There are practical implications. The paper is expected 
to benefit the owner of complex construction projects in 
understanding the root causes of conflicting behaviors 
among prime contractors. Value Optimization Strategy 
along with IPD-based approach provides IM proposals 
to eliminate interface conflicts and integrate the complex 
supply chain in practice. The owners of complex con-
struction projects need to pay greater attention to the in-
tegration practices of the supply network and coordinate 
the interfaces between multiple prime contractors which 
might significantly save project cost and duration.

This research proposes approaches to eliminate in-
terface conflicts in complex construction projects. Further 
research studying implementation principles of applying 
IPD on IM from theoretical and practical perspective is 
essential. Moreover, Value Optimization Strategy and 
IPD-based approach should be implemented based on 
participants’ complete knowledge of interface informa-
tion and clear understanding of interface responsibilities 
and priorities.  Proactive interface identification (identi-
fying interface events and scheduling interface tasks) is 
the key to success of interface management and complex 
supply chain integration. An interface mapping and track-
ing approach should be promoted in future research in 
order to provide essential interface knowledge for key 
participants in the complex construction projects and to 
visualize potential interface risks during the whole life-
cycle of project. Graph theory is one of the structured 
modeling approaches to provide a formal mathematical 
framework and computer-based environment. It enables 
model-based work to be done productively. An “Interface 
Graph” should be explored in future research to visualize 
and analyze explicit/implicit complex interface relation-
ships, to help eliminate potential interface conflicts and 

to further improve supply chain integration of complex 
construction projects.
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